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Abstract—In this work we present RAPID, the first joint communication and radar system based on next-generation IEEE 802.11ay
WiFi networks operating in the 60 GHz band. Unlike existing approaches for human sensing at millimeter-wave frequencies, which rely
on special-purpose radars, RAPID achieves radar-level sensing accuracy with IEEE 802.11ay access points, thus avoiding the burden
of installing ad-hoc sensors. RAPID enables contactless human sensing applications, such as people tracking, Human Activity
Recognition (HAR), and person identification without requiring modifications to the standard packet structure. Specifically, we leverage
IEEE 802.11ay beam training to accurately localize and track multiple individuals within the same environment. Then, we propose a
new way of using beam tracking to extract micro-Doppler signatures from the time-varying Channel Impulse Response (CIR) estimated
from reflected packets. Such signatures are fed to a deep learning classifier to perform HAR and person identification. RAPID is
implemented on a cutting-edge IEEE 802.11ay-compatible FPGA platform with phased antenna arrays, and evaluated on a large
dataset of CIR measurements. It is robust across different environments and subjects, and outperforms state-of-the-art sub-6 GHz WiFi
sensing techniques. Using two access points, RAPID reliably tracks multiple subjects, reaching HAR and person identification
accuracies of 94% and 90%, respectively.

Index Terms—Joint communication-radar, mmWave, IEEE 802.11ay, micro-Doppler, wireless sensing, people tracking, human activity
recognition (HAR), person identification.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this work, we design RAPID, a pervasive Joint Commu-
nication & Radar (JCR) system that extends the capabilities
of upcoming WiFi technology operating in the 60 GHz
Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) spectrum to integrate sensing
functionalities into wireless networks. The joint provision-
ing of communication and sensing services is of great value
to pave the way toward advanced smart-home applications
without the need for deploying dedicated sensing hardware.
In this regard, our target is to retrofit IEEE 802.11ay hard-
ware so as to natively offer human and environment sensing
services to end users, in addition to high-throughput com-
munication.

Thanks to their large available bandwidth, mmWave
signals allow performing localization and tracking with
decimeter-level accuracy, making them the preferred so-
lution for contactless sensing through radio waves. Most
emerging mmWave sensing systems are based on dedicated
mmWave radar devices and estimate the micro-Doppler
(µD) effect induced by human motion (signature) with high
accuracy via specifically designed bursts of phase coherent
chirp signals [1], [2]. Radar µD signatures contain detailed
information about the movement velocity of the different
human body parts across time, and enable fine-grained
sensing applications such as person identification from gait
features [1], [3], [4], [5], Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
[6], gait disorder diagnosis [2] and fall detection [7], among
others. However, solutions based on mmWave radars come
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with the drawback of the need for installing bespoke sen-
sors, which limits their scalability and ease of deployment
in practical scenarios (e.g., smart buildings, offices, etc.).

In this respect, the ubiquitous deployment of WiFi de-
vices has sparked research interest towards developing joint
communication and Radio Frequency (RF) sensing technol-
ogy, to avoid the cost of installing dedicated hardware while
at the same time benefiting from communication capabili-
ties. The effort of enhancing WiFi devices with environment
sensing features has recently led to the establishment of
the IEEE 802.11bf standardization group [8], aimed at in-
tegrating sensing functionalities into WiFi-enabled devices.
While legacy WiFi technology based on IEEE 802.11n/ac/ax
(sub-6 GHz bands) standards provides a viable means for
environment and human sensing [9] and HAR [10], [11],
it suffers from intrinsic limitations due to the relatively
low bandwidth available in the sub-6 GHz license-exempt
portion of the radio spectrum. This prevents highly accurate
distance measurements and multi-person localization and
tracking in realistic scenarios. Moving to the mmWave spec-
trum, previous works based on the IEEE 802.11ad standard
exploit the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) estimation
procedure for localizing people [12], [13], but they are not
fully compliant with the communication packet structure
specified by the standard and cannot match the sensing ac-
curacy of radars, as no µD information is captured. Overall,
the extraction of µD signatures is difficult using standard
communication devices and protocols, due to the lack of
specifically designed waveforms and transmission modes.
Extracting Doppler information from sequences of subse-
quent packets, as done in radars, is highly non-trivial due
to the random and time varying phase offsets between the
transmitter and the receiver [14]. In fact, the offsets destroy
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the phase coherence across different packets, preventing the
extraction of µD signatures which require a phase analysis
across long sequences of subsequently transmitted signals.

RAPID is the first system that successfully extracts µD
signatures of human movements using standard WiFi trans-
mission technology working on the mmWave spectrum, and
achieves radar-level accuracy in sensing. It works without
modifying the packet structure by leveraging the in-packet
beam training and beam tracking features of IEEE 802.11ay.
This leads to very low implementation and deployment
cost, and allows for a highly accurate extraction of human
movement information from the radio signals.

IEEE 802.11ay uses highly directional antennas to shape
precise beams for communication. For that, the standard
specifies efficient in-packet beam training and tracking pro-
cedures [15], based on training (TRN) fields consisting of
repetitions of complementary Golay sequences [16]. The
fields are transmitted with different beam patterns, which
allows determining which of them is best for communica-
tion. By exploiting beam training packets, RAPID accurately
localizes multiple human subjects within the same indoor
space. Then, the µD signature associated with the movement
of each subject is extracted by relying on the TRN units em-
bedded in the data packets used for beam tracking, analyzing
the phase differences of the CIR across subsequent packets
that are reflected back by the environment. The obtained µD
spectrograms are processed using deep learning classifiers
to carry out continuous HAR and person identification.

Thanks to the intrinsic superior ranging resolution of
the mmWave spectrum and our advanced signal processing,
RAPID outperforms state-of-the-art human sensing technol-
ogy based on sub-6 GHz WiFi systems. RAPID allows indi-
vidually tracking multiple moving subjects, separating their
signal reflections and, in turn, obtaining large improvements
in terms of accuracy, robustness and generalization across
environments and subjects. In addition, multiple RAPID-
Access Points (APs) can be seamlessly integrated to boost
detection and tracking performance. This also increases
HAR and person identification accuracy by combining the
information from different viewpoints.

In this work, RAPID-APs are implemented using
an FPGA-based Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform
equipped with phased antenna arrays, which transmits
IEEE 802.11ay-compliant packets and operates in a full-
duplex fashion. RAPID IEEE 802.11ay APs enable their
transmit and receive chains simultaneously, avoiding the
problem of random phase offsets as transmitter and receiver
share the same local oscillator. Note that this does not re-
quire complex self-interference cancellation for full-duplex
communication, since the receiver needs to only detect the
highly robust Golay sequences of the TRN fields.

We stress that RAPID is not simply about applying radar
signal processing to a different domain. Reusing standard-
compliant IEEE 802.11ay signals requires developing new
processing steps to obtain range, angle, and µD information,
while taking care of JCR-specific problems that do not arise
in radar systems. While radars typically estimate the chan-
nel using ad-hoc chirp waveforms, whose parameters can
be tuned to meet the specific sensing requirements, RAPID
re-uses standard-compliant Golay sequences. Therefore, the
sensing resolution can not be adapted to the considered

scenario, and the person detection and range estimation
steps have to be entirely re-designed to be robust under
such constraints. For what concerns the Angle of Arrival
(AoA) estimation, mmWave radars are usually equipped
with Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna ar-
rays that ease the estimation of the AoA by analyzing the
phase change across the spatial dimension. On the contrary,
IEEE 802.11ay APs typically mount cheaper phased array
antennas, therefore a different approach has to be designed
to obtain the AoA by analyzing the CIR estimated through
different beam patterns (Section 3.3.3). Lastly, the µD com-
putation is challenging as it involves (i) striking a good bal-
ance between the packet transmission rate and the Doppler
frequency resolution required to capture the µD of human
movement, while (ii) ensuring sufficient phase coherence
across adjacent packets (see Section 3.4.3). Moreover, Golay
sequences are known to have low Doppler resolution [17],
and no existing study has evaluated the feasibility of using
them to extract fine-grained human µD signatures.

To summarize, the main contributions of our work are:

1) We design and implement RAPID, a fully standard com-
pliant JCR system that exploits IEEE 802.11ay TRN fields
to achieve radar-like human sensing, including simulta-
neous multi-person tracking, HAR and person identifica-
tion. RAPID reuses existing fields in the communication
packets and avoids the need for a dedicated sensing
infrastructure. RAPID can leverage data from a single AP
or combine information from multiple APs for improved
performance.

2) We propose a novel method to extract µD signatures
of human movement from IEEE 802.11ay CIR estimates
obtained from a sequence of IEEE 802.11ay data packets
with added beam tracking fields, exploiting the Golay
sequences specified in the standard. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to do so.

3) We implement RAPID on a novel FPGA-based testbed
including multiple IEEE 802.11ay-compliant APs which
support full-duplex operation, so that each AP can listen
to its own transmitted signal and act as a monostatic JCR
device.

4) We conduct an extensive indoor measurement cam-
paign to evaluate the proposed system and compare
it to sub-6 GHz WiFi systems. To this end, we build
a unique dataset including simultaneous IEEE 802.11ay
and IEEE 802.11ac CIR estimates. RAPID achieves con-
tinuous tracking of up to 5 concurrently moving subjects,
with HAR accuracy of 94% and person identification
accuracy of 90%. Moreover, it outperforms state of the
art sub-6 GHz WiFi sensing, showing superior accuracy
and robustness to different environments and subjects.

The paper is organized as follows. The related work is
summarized in Section 2. RAPID is introduced in Section 3,
presenting its constituent processing blocks. A summary of
how IEEE 802.11ay can be used for environment sensing is
given in Section 4, while in Section 5 the implementation
of RAPID on FPGA hardware is discussed. A thorough
performance analysis of RAPID on real measurements is
presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the discussion.
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2 RELATED WORK

Sub-6 GHz sensing. Legacy WiFi technologies such as IEEE
802.11n and IEEE 802.11ac, respectively working at 2.4 or
5 GHz, have been extensively used for human sensing,
including activity/gesture recognition [10], [11], [18], [19],
vital sign monitoring [20] and person identification [21].
Due to the rich multipath environment at lower frequencies,
existing approaches have reached good accuracies by lever-
aging OFDM transmission and analyzing the CIR amplitude
obtained at the different subcarriers, as done in [10]. The
performance of such systems can be further improved by
exploiting the phase components of the CIR [18], [19], but
this entails using complex algorithms for the removal of
random phase offsets.

Although there is a large body of work that exploits
these technologies, they have two main drawbacks: (i)
they are effective for single-person scenarios, as the small
available bandwidth only allows for coarse localization and
tracking of the subjects, and (ii) they are highly sensitive
to changes in the environment and hardly generalize to
new scenarios (never seen at system calibration/training
time), which can significantly worsen their performance.
Addressing problem (i), in [21], multi-person identification
using IEEE 802.11n is achieved in a through-the-wall setting,
but the subjects still need to be well separated in space (e.g.,
by at least 20◦ in azimuth angle at a distance of several
meters). To mitigate the dependence on the environment,
more elaborate deep learning and optimization approaches
have been proposed in [19], [22], [23]. However, they still
are not able to approach radar-like sensing accuracy.

mmWave radar sensing. mmWave frequencies offer a nat-
ural solution to the above issues, by providing decimeter-
level accuracy in distance measurements and high sensi-
tivity to the µD effect, due to their small transmission
wavelength. In addition, due to the sparsity of the mmWave
channel, higher robustness to environmental changes is
achieved. mmWave radars have been intensively studied
in the past few years as an effective means to achieve
fine grained environment sensing [24]. Typical operating
frequencies for these devices are the 60 or the 77 GHz
bands. Centimeter-level accuracy in measuring distances
is achieved thanks to the use of very large transmission
bandwidths, up to 4 GHz, as dedicated radar devices are
not constrained by communication requirements. Radars
allow accurate HAR [6], [25] and have been used to perform
person identification on small to medium-sized groups of
people (up to a few tens), due to their very high resolution in
obtaining the µD signatures of the subjects [4], [26]. In these
works, the separation of the reflections from subjects con-
currently moving in the environment is achieved through
MIMO radars, which enable high angular resolution and
allow tracking the users with errors below 0.2 m even in
realistic scenarios where people walk and move freely [5].
However, these results are obtained within relatively small
distances from the radar, ranging from 4 [5] to 6− 7 m [4].

Despite the advanced sensing capabilities, mmWave
radars entail high deployment costs to cover large indoor
areas, even more considering their limited working range.
For this reason, multi-radar networks to cover wider areas
and avoid occlusions are seldom considered in the literature.

Reusing existing mmWave communication links, as we do
in this work, allows avoiding the costly deployment of
additional hardware, while maintaining radar-like human
sensing and detection performance.

802.11ad 60 GHz sensing. Commodity 60 GHz radios
have been utilized for client device localization [27], people
tracking [12], fine-grained human gesture recognition [28],
[29], vital sign monitoring [30] and RF imaging [13]. Among
them, in [28], pulsed radar-like operations are performed to
detect and track a human hand, reconstructing handwrit-
ing with centimeter-level accuracy. Notably, [29] performs
similar processing using the IEEE 802.11ad CIR estimated
by a mobile device for gesture classification. In [13], a
commodity 60 GHz radio equipped with a 6 × 6 antenna
array is used to obtain the silhouette of a person moving
directly in front of the device. This is achieved with an
angular super-resolution algorithm derived from MUSIC
[31]. However, the device needs to be operated in a radar
mode for transmission, which may not comply with the com-
munication standard. In [12], the estimated CIR amplitude is
used along with receiver beamforming to localize and track
multiple people, achieving a median localization error of
9.9 cm. This work does not exploit the phase of the CIR to
extract the µD signature of the subjects, which is necessary
to carry out HAR and person identification tasks. Moreover,
the extension to the case of multiple APs is not considered.
Overall, the research addressing human sensing through
the IEEE 802.11ad standard typically does not consider the
joint communication and sensing aspect, which requires to
reuse the packet structure specified by the communication
standard.

802.11ay 60 GHz sensing. To the best of our knowledge,
RAPID is the first system that extracts radar-like µD sig-
natures of human movement from IEEE 802.11ay 60 GHz
APs, by retrofitting them with human sensing and µD
extraction capabilities. This is obtained by preserving the
IEEE 802.11ay packet structure, thus obtaining a joint radar-
communication platform that is fully standard compliant.

3 RAPID SENSING SYSTEM

RAPID enables indoor human sensing in IEEE 802.11ay
networks, by leveraging the network in-packet beam training
and beam tracking fields. In the following, the system is
presented by detailing the processing blocks that allow per-
forming people localization and tracking, HAR, and person
identification. The novel algorithms specifically designed to
extract range, AoA and Doppler estimates from the CIR
obtained though standard-compliant Golay sequences are
deepened. The mathematical models of the CIR and the CIR
phase are included to make the analysis self-comprehensive.

3.1 System overview
From a high-level perspective, RAPID performs the follow-
ing operations, as shown in Fig. 1.
(1) IEEE 802.11ay CIR estimation: 802.11ay specifies the
transmission of a variable number of TRN units for in-
packet beam training, each using a (possibly) different Beam
Pattern (BP). From the CIR, which is estimated from each
TRN unit (see Section 4), RAPID obtains a scan of the whole
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Figure 1: Overview of the RAPID system.

angular Field-of-View (FOV), which contains accurate infor-
mation about all the surrounding objects and people.
(2) People localization and tracking: the individuals are de-
tected by performing background subtraction from the CIR
amplitude and applying a thresholding algorithm to detect
candidate reflection paths from humans, see Section 3.3.1
and Section 3.3.2, respectively. Subsequently, a correlation
based algorithm is utilized to estimate the angular posi-
tion of the subjects, as described in Section 3.3.3, and an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is exploited to sequentially
track and refine the positions of the individuals across time
(Section 3.3.4). By combining more than one AP, RAPID
can boost its human detection capabilities, while effectively
coping with occlusion problems, as quantified in Section 6.2.
(3) µD spectrum extraction: here, the µD spectrum of
each detected person is extracted. This is implemented by
utilizing the CIR model as a radar return signal, and using
the estimated positions from point (2) to single out the CIR
portions (the paths and the BPs) containing the contribu-
tions of each subject, see Section 3.4.3. The µD signature of
each individual’s movement is then extracted by computing
the power spectrum of the corresponding complex-valued
portion of the CIR over windows of suitable length, em-
ploying Time-Frequency (TF) analysis.
(4) HAR and person identification: the spectrograms from
step (3) are fed to a deep learning classifier based on
a residual Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [32] for
HAR. Thanks to the separation of the CIR, and to the subse-
quent computation of the µD for each individual, RAPID is
capable of recognizing the different activities performed by
multiple subjects within the same indoor space. Moreover,
through a second CNN module, it is also able to identify
a person, by extracting and analyzing their gait features
from the µD signature. With multiple APs, the classifications
are refined by selecting the best AP to make the decision,
according to the confidence of the classifier output.

In this work, we aim at localizing and tracking peo-
ple within a given physical space, by identifying which
person is performing which activity. This requires person
identification, tracking and HAR capabilities. The person
identification task is carried out by extracting and analyzing
the µD associated with the human gait, as this is an effective
(soft) biometric signature, which has been successfully used
in many works [33]. Hence, we first detect when a person
is walking, then we get his/her identity from the µD gait
signature and, finally, we keep tracking the person by also
recognizing their activities. This also works the other way
around, i.e., if a person is at first sitting and doing other ac-
tivities, and then starts walking later on; as long as tracking

works, we can later determine who was sitting earlier on.
This also explains why tracking a person is critical, so that
it is still clear which person is where, even when he/she
performs other activities than walking.

We now present in detail each RAPID processing func-
tion, following the workflow of Fig. 1.

3.2 CIR estimation

CIR estimation is a key component of most communication
systems and is used to obtain information about the envi-
ronmental reflections of the signal – such as their associated
angle of arrival and delay at the receiver – to properly
set the data transmission parameters and decode received
packets. RAPID leverages this process for sensing purposes.
A key aspect to our design is that the large transmission
bandwidth of mmWave systems leads to CIR containing
fine-grained information about the environment. In our
system, the transmitter and the receiver units are co-located:
the signal sent by the former, after bouncing off nearby
reflectors (objects or humans), is collected at the receiver that
retrieves information for each reflector, such as its distance
and angular position with respect to the device, its moving
velocity and micro-Doppler.

The CIR is represented as a vector of complex channel
gains, also referred to as paths in the following, and indi-
cized through letter `. Due to the finite delay resolution
of the system, the CIR vector can only represent a dis-
crete grid of paths, with corresponding propagation delays
τ` = `/B, ` = 0, . . . , L − 1, where B is the transmission
bandwidth and 1/B is the delay resolution. The compo-
nents of the CIR vector, which represent the complex gains
for the L paths, are obtained by correlating the received
signal with pre-defined Golay sequences, using standard
techniques [34], see also Section 4. Path ` is mapped onto
the corresponding reflector distance using d` = cτ`/2, with
c being the speed of light. The vector containing all the
distances of interest is defined as d = [d0, d1, . . . , dL−1]

T ,
with L being the number of paths in the CIR. If multiple
CIR estimations are performed over a single packet, using
different BPs, the reflections from the environments are
amplified differently. This is due to the different BP shapes,
as each BP steers the transmission signal towards a specific
direction (beam steering). In addition, the CIR estimation is
repeated for each packet k, which can be seen as sampling
the CIR in time, with sampling period corresponding to the
inter-packet transmission time Tc. The expression of the `-
th CIR component, having delay τ`, obtained using beam-
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pattern p at time (packet) k is

h`,p(k) = a`,p(k)ejφ`(k), (1)

where a`,p(k) and φ`(k) are the complex gain of path ` at
time k and its phase, respectively. The path gain depends
on the contribution of the BP used for the transmission and
on the reflectivity of the target, whereas the phase depends
on the delay τ`. Note that h`,p(k) is a time domain quantity,
depending on the propagation delay index ` and on the
time. In Eq. (1) we used index k as a shorthand notation
for the discrete time instants kTc = 0, Tc, 2Tc, . . . .

3.3 People localization and tracking

RAPID leverages the CIR estimates collected over time to
continuously perform localization and tracking. The process
develops in four steps: (i) background subtraction, to re-
move the reflected paths due to static objects, (ii) estimation
of the subjects’ distances, (iii) estimation of the angular
positions of the subjects with respect to the device, and (iv)
joint processing of distance and angle information using a
Kalman filter to track each person’s trajectory across time.

RAPID computes estimates at different rates, according
to the specific resolution that is required by each task. Lo-
calization and tracking information are updated by RAPID
every ∆t > Tc seconds, where index t denotes the localiza-
tion/tracking time-steps, whereas HAR and identification
require CIR readings at a rate 1/Tc. The choice of setting
∆t > Tc stems from the fact that performing localization
and tracking for every transmitted packet is unnecessary,
as the packet transmission rate 1/Tc is much larger than
the speed of human motion. This allows for additional
flexibility in the selection of the type of BPs that are used
for each packet: as we explain shortly below in Section 4
and Section 5, we can modulate how many TRN units
are included in a packet according to the type of sensing
function that is being performed, i.e., localization/tracking
versus activity/identity recognition.

3.3.1 Background subtraction
To infer the positions of the subjects it is key to remove
the reflections due to static (background) objects, as these
typically have a much higher intensity than those generated
by humans and may impact the localization accuracy. The
background-related CIR is estimated by computing the time
average of the CIR amplitude within a window of Kstatic

samples, as static reflections are constant across time,

h̄`,p =
1

Kstatic

Kstatic−1∑
k=0

|h`,p(k)|. (2)

Then, the foreground CIR amplitude component is obtained
as |h̃`,p(t)| = max

(
|h`,p(t)| − h̄`,p, 0

)
, i.e., removing the

amplitude of the static paths and setting to zero the ampli-
tude of those paths that would be present in the reference
background CIR, but that are shielded by the presence of a
person. We remark that, through different BPs, we perform
beam steering at the transmitter. Hence, the peaks in |h̃`,p|
correspond to the strongest propagation paths, as seen at
the receiver when beam-pattern p is used at the TX side.
Changing the BP p allows scanning the environment by

varying the transmission angle and, in turn, sweeping the
whole field of view. We use this to infer the distance and the
angular position of each individual, as described next.

3.3.2 Distance estimation
The distance of each subject is obtained by applying a
threshold on |h̃`,p| (the time index is omitted for better
readability), selecting the strongest paths across all the used
BPs. First, for each reflected path `, we consider vector

h` =
[
|h̃`,0|, |h̃`,1|, . . . , |h̃`,Np−1|

]T
, (3)

containing the CIR values of path ` for each of the Np BPs
that are used at the transmitter. We collect the L2-norms of
h`, with ` = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1, obtaining a new vector h, as

h = [||h0||2, ||h1||2, . . . , ||hL−1||2]
T
, (4)

containing the strengths of each path at the receiver.
We locate the local maxima in h, denoting them by
h′0, h

′
1, . . . , h

′
npeaks−1. Hence, we discard those peaks with

amplitude smaller than a dynamic threshold Ath computed
from the maximum and average power of the paths in the
current CIR. We introduce the following coefficients αmax,
αmean, and compute the threshold value Ath, as

Ath = max

{
αmax ·max

i
h′i, αmean · h̄′

}
, (5)

with h̄′ =
∑
i h
′
i/npeaks. A thorough evaluation of suitable

values for αmax and αmean is provided in Section 6.4. With
Eq. (5) the threshold is computed dynamically, proportion-
ally to the maximum between the average and the maxi-
mum value of the CIR. The peaks that exceed the threshold
are selected as candidate targets of interest and used for the
subsequent AoA estimation. Denoting by `1, `2, . . . , `Ns

the
indices of the selected (candidate) paths (0 ≤ `j ≤ L − 1),
the corresponding distances are obtained as d`j = cτ`j/2.

3.3.3 Angular position estimation
The following procedure is applied to each of the Ns can-
didate paths. Let vector s`j ∈ RNp contain the squared CIR
amplitudes from one of such paths, `j , for all used beam

patterns, i.e., s`j =
[
|h̃`j ,0|2, |h̃`j ,1|2, . . . , |h̃`j ,Np−1|2

]T
. s`j

is normalized by dividing it by its L2-norm ||s`j ||2, then a
correlation measure is used to estimate the angular position
of the target by exploiting the gains of each beam pattern
along the azimuth angular FOV θ. Specifically, denoting by
gp(θ) ∈ [0, 1] the normalized gain of beam pattern p along
direction θ (see Fig. 5b), the angular position for candidate
path `j is estimated as

θ`j = arg max
θ

Np−1∑
p=0

gp(θ)
|h̃`j ,p|2

||s`j ||22
. (6)

The rationale behind Eq. (6) is that if |h̃`j ,p| originates from
the signal reflected off a subject, the corresponding angu-
lar direction is the one leading to the highest correlation
between the CIR squared amplitude and the set of beam
pattern gains. This is because each BP amplifies path `j
differently, depending on the beam pointing direction.

Upon obtaining the distance and the angle estimates,
an Extended Kalman filter is utilized to track the subjects’
positions over time.
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3.3.4 People tracking - extended Kalman filter
After the localization step, the candidate positions of the
subjects are known in polar coordinates, and constitute our
observations of the positions of the subjects, which we denote
by zjt = [d`j , θ`j ]T ,∀j = 1, 2, . . . , Ns. We employ an EKF
[35] to track the physical position of each individual in
the Cartesian space. Specifically, we define the true state of

subject j at time t as vector xjt =
[
xjt , y

j
t , ẋ

j
t , ẏ

j
t

]T
, contain-

ing the coordinates along the x − y horizontal plane and
the movement velocity components along the same axes.
We approximate the motion of the subjects with a constant
velocity (CV) model [36]. As the observations zjt become
available, we apply the predict and update steps of the EKF
to follow the movement trajectories of the subjects [35]. The
association between the observations from time t+1 and the
states from time t is done using the nearest-neighbors joint
probabilistic data association algorithm (NN-JPDA) [37].

Using the EKF estimates x̂jt of each person’s state across
subsequent time steps allows retrieving the path and the
BPs in the CIR which contain his/her µD signature.

3.4 micro-Doppler extraction
3.4.1 CIR phase model
The CIR model in Eq. (1) is here expanded and related to
radar theory [38]. Using a typical radar terminology, we
refer to the CIR samples ` = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 as the fast-
time sampling dimension, as they are obtained at the highest
available sampling rate. The CIR samples collected across
different packets are instead referred to as the slow-time
samples, indicized by variable k as in Section 3.2.

Next, we consider a moving object within the monitored
indoor space; the transmitted signal is reflected off the
object and the corresponding contribution is retrieved at the
receiver in the `-th path of the CIR. To extract the µD effect
caused by the movement of this object, we analyze the phase
of the `-th path across time. The time-dependent phase term
in Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows

φ`(k) = −2πfo
2 (d` − v`kTc)

c
= −2πfoτ̄` + 4πfo

v`
c
kTc.

(7)
Here, τ̄` is the delay of the `-th path due to the distance of
the corresponding reflector from the device. v` is the radial
velocity of the reflector with respect to the device, which
is assumed to be slowly time-varying, i.e, we can consider
it constant during a µD spectrum processing interval (see
Section 3.4.2). From Eq. (7) it can be seen that the velocity of
the object at distance d`, if greater than zero, modulates CIR
phase across the slow time dimension. Following a common
convention [38], in this work objects moving away from
the transmitter (AP) have positive velocity, while incoming
objects have negative velocity.

The human body contains multiple moving parts that
have different velocities and follow different trajectories.
Thanks to the small wavelength of mmWaves, in the µD we
can observe these different contributions via TF analysis, as
detailed in the next Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 micro-Doppler spectrum
Human movement causes a frequency modulation on the re-
flected signal due to the small-scale Doppler effect produced

by the different body parts. Using TF analysis of the received
signal, it is possible to distinguish between different actions
performed by a person or identify the individual based on
his/her way of walking (gait) [1], [2]. mmWave radios are
particularly suited for this, as their frequencies are sensitive
to the µD effect due to their small wavelengths.

From Eq. (7), the µD effect of human movement can be
extracted from subsequent estimates of the CIR, computed
every Tc seconds. Specifically, one can compute the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) of h`,p(k), across slow-time,
for each path ` and each beam pattern p as

H`,p(n, i) =
M−1∑
m=0

h`,p(m+ nσ)w(m)e−j2π
im
M , (8)

where n is the time index, i = 0, 1, . . . , ND − 1 is the
frequency index, M is the (fixed) window length, w is a
Hann window of dimensionM and σ is the time granularity
of the STFT. The power spectrum of h`,p(k), computed as
µ`,p(n, i) = |H`,p(n, i)|2, contains information on the phase
modulation due to the velocity v`, and can be used to
analyze its evolution across subsequent windows.

Eq. (8) can not be used directly to extract the µD sig-
nature of a moving human in our setup, as it refers to
a single fast time bin (a single path in the CIR) and a
single BP, while people can be located in different positions
across time. In addition, it would be inefficient to compute
the STFT for all the paths and all the BPs. Instead, the
computation should only be performed for those physical
locations where a person is detected. In the following, we
leverage the localization and tracking process described in
Section 3.3 to only extract the CIR portions that contain
useful µD information.

3.4.3 µD separation
Assume that we want to extract the µD of a person that was
detected and located by the previous algorithms at a certain
distance and angle with respect to the device. Hence, we
extract the CIR samples from the most useful BP, i.e., the
one that points in the direction of the person and that, in
turn, emphasizes the most the reflection from this target.

From the estimated state of this person (Section 3.3.4),
their angular position is obtained as θ̂ = arctan (ŷt/x̂t)
and their distance from the device, as R̂ =

√
x̂2t + ŷ2t . The

BP approximately pointing in the direction of this person,
denoted by p∗, is thus selected as the BP having the highest
gain along θ̂, that is

p∗ = arg max
p

gp(θ̂). (9)

Moreover, due to the high ranging accuracy of mmWaves,
humans typically produce reflections that influence more
than a single CIR path. The CIR paths of interest are those
that correspond to a neighbourhood of R̂. In our analysis,
we take the size of this neighborhood constant across all
subjects, denoting it by Q. Specifically, we first select the
path `∗ that best matches the subject’s distance R̂

`∗ = arg min
`
|d` − R̂|. (10)

Then, from the original complex-valued CIR, we extract
a window containing Q + 1 samples along the fast-time
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dimension, centered on `∗, and use Eq. (8) to compute the
µD spectrum components for our target at time n as

µi(n) =

`∗+Q/2∑
`=`∗−Q/2

|H`,p∗(n, i)|2 , i = 0, 1, . . . , ND − 1.

(11)
These µD spectrum components are collected through vec-
tor µ(n) = [µ0(n), µ1(n), . . . , µND−1(n)]

T .
To capture the human movement evolution across time,

we compute the µD vectors for a window of NµD subse-
quent time-steps and concatenate them into a spectrogram
representing the µD signature of the target up to time n, as

Υn = [µ(n−NµD + 1),µ(n−NµD + 2), . . . ,µ(n)] . (12)

The procedure described in this section is repeated for all
the detected subjects.

3.4.4 Human µD range and resolution
During everyday movement, the limbs of a person usually
have velocities of up to 3 − 4 m/s [1], [2]. To fully capture
the µD signature of the subjects, we must ensure that our
systems achieves a sufficient resolution. Recalling Eq. (7),
we know that the Doppler frequency shift induced by a
moving object on the `-th path is fD` = 2fov`/c. Using TF
analysis to estimate the Doppler spectrum as in Eq. (8), the
resolution that can be obtained on the Doppler frequency
is ∆fD = 1/(MTc). The maximum measurable Doppler
frequency is instead fDmax = 1/(2Tc). These quantities can
be mapped onto the velocity estimate resolution and the
maximum measurable velocity as

∆v =
c

2foMTc
, vmax =

c

4foTc
. (13)

Given that we sample the CIR on a per-packet basis, to
capture the µD effect of human motion we must ensure that
the time Tc between the packets used in the µD estimation
allows capturing the range of velocities of interest. See also
Section 6 for the chosen values of M and Tc.

3.5 Activity recognition and person identification
The µD signature, obtained as in Eq. (12), contains informa-
tion about the type of movement performed by the person.

To perform HAR and person identification, we use a
deep neural network to classify each spectrogram. Specif-
ically, once the µD signatures of each person have been
separated, RAPID performs the following tasks: (i) it clas-
sifies the activity carried out by the subject into walking
(A0), running (A1), sitting down (A2), waving hands (A3) and
standing still (A4) and (ii) it recognizes the subject’s identity
during a walking phase, among a known set of individuals,
denoted by S0, S1, etc. In Fig. 2, we show µD signature
examples for activities A0− 3, concurrently performed by 4
subjects within the same environment.

As human µD is highly variable across different subjects,
and we seek robustness to different environment conditions
and noise, we employ deep learning to classify the µD
signatures. Referring to a single subject, the µD spectrum
Υn is represented as an image and processed by two sepa-
rate CNNs for HAR and person identification, respectively.
The two classifiers share the same architecture, as shown

in Fig. 3, but are trained separately and have different
weights as they perform different tasks. As the subjects are
continuously tracked over time, we adopt a sliding window
approach, selecting µD spectrograms with NµD µD spec-
trum samples for each window (matrix Υn). Subsequent
windows partially overlap to increase the reactiveness of
RAPID in obtaining predictions. Both CNNs are trained to
extract features from the µD spectrograms and to classify
the activity performed by or identity of the person, by
learning a functionF(·) that maps a µD window, Υn, of size
ND×NµD, onto a vector cn containing the HAR (identifica-
tion) class probabilities, i.e., cn = F(Υn). The dimension
of the final probability vector cn is different in case of
HAR or identification depending on the dimension of the
classification problem. The second CNN, used for person
identification, is only trained on walking spectrograms, as
human gait is well known to be a soft biometric identifier
[33]. Hence, during the system operation, the identification
classifier is only applied on the input µD spectrogram when
the activity is classified as “walking” by the HAR classifier,
see Fig. 3.

3.5.1 µD spectrogram pre-processing

Prior to feeding it to the CNN classifier, the µD spectrogram
is pre-processed by removing the contributions from static
reflections and normalizing it.
Static reflection removal. A customary step when process-
ing human µD signatures is the removal of static reflections,
which appear as a strong power peak around the 0 m/s
velocity bin. This can be done by either applying a high-
pass filter to the signal or, if deep learning methods are used
for classification, by directly removing the Doppler bins con-
taining unwanted contributions, as done in [1], [3]. We adopt
the latter method to remove the Doppler bins corresponding
to the velocities in the interval [−0.28, 0.28] m/s, as they
contain very low, non-informative velocities.
Normalization. To compensate for differences in the
strength of the reflections when subjects are far from
the APs, we normalize each column of Υn, µ(j), j =
0, 1, . . . , NµD − 1 in the range [0, 1].

3.5.2 Deep learning classifier

We use the same CNN architecture, based on deep residual
networks [32], for HAR and person identification, with the
only difference being the dimension of the last classification
layer. This network consists of 4 consecutive residual blocks.
Each residual block has two convolutional layers [39], the
first of which includes a down-sampling by a factor of 2
(stride). Each convolution is followed by an Exponential-
Linear Unit (ELU) activation function [40] and batch nor-
malization [41]. The output of the convolution is summed to
the input (skip connection) and passed through another ELU
activation and batch normalization. The 4 residual blocks
use 8, 16, 32 and 64 filters, respectively, all having a kernel
of size 3×3. After the last residual block, we apply Dropout
[42] with a ratio of 0.5, and a fully-connected (or dense) layer
with 64 units, then, a second Dropout operation with ratio
of 0.2. Finally, the classification probabilities for HAR or
person identification are computed via a Softmax activation
function [39]. The network architecture is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Example 4 s long µD spectrograms obtained by RAPID from 4 subjects. The yellow and blue colors respectively represent high and low
power in the corresponding Doppler velocity bins (y axis).
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3.5.3 Combining multiple APs
Using the different points of view provided by the different
APs, RAPID can improve its HAR and person identification
performance. Assume that a person is independently de-
tected and tracked by 2 or more APs concurrently. A slightly
different µD signature of the person is obtained by each AP,
according to the angular position and the distance of the
device with respect to the person. At each time instant n,
we adopt a simple decision fusion scheme including the
following steps: (i) if a single AP detects the person, the
decision made by the classifier on the corresponding µD
signature is used, i.e., arg maxj cn,j , where cn,j is element
j of vector cn, (ii) if multiple APs detect the person, denote
by can the probability vector predicted by AP a. The final
decision is made by the AP that is most confident about its
classification, i.e., the one that assigns the highest probabil-
ity to the predicted class: arg maxj

{
maxa c

a
n,j

}
.

4 ENABLING SENSING IN IEEE 802.11AY

The high bandwidth of IEEE 802.11ay [43] not only provides
high data throughput but also offers excellent accuracy
for sensing applications. RAPID is able to extract highly
accurate range, angle and µD information from CIR mea-
surements. For this, we take advantage of the beam training
and beam tracking mechanisms of IEEE 802.11ay systems.

Range and angle information are extracted from the
CIR obtained via the Channel Estimation Fields (CEFs) of
standard beacon frames that are frequently sent by the AP
or the beam training frames sent during a Sector Level
Sweep (SLS). The SLS is a two-step procedure: first, one
device sends training frames using the available antenna
configurations, while the second device listens using a quasi
omnidirectional BP. Then, the devices exchange their roles
to train the other device. After sending feedback, the devices
can select the best combination of BP on both sides of the
link. IEEE 802.11ay also introduces the concept of in-packet
beam tracking [15], where different antenna configurations
can be tested within a single packet, allowing for much
quicker BP changes. This is done by appending a TRN field

...STF CEF HEADER DATA T1

PREAMBLE TRN UNITS

...T2 TN

PAYLOAD

Figure 4: IEEE 802.11ay in-packet training packet.

to the packet as shown in Fig. 4. A TRN field is composed of
multiple (variable) TRN units formed by 6 complementary
Golay sequences of type a (“Ga”) and b (“Gb”) with length
128 samples each:

{+Ga128; -Gb128; +Ga128; +Gb128; +Ga128; -Gb128} . (14)

The excellent autocorrelation properties of the complemen-
tary Golay sequences and the availability fast hardware
structures for the correlation [44] make them ideal for CIR
estimation [16]. The high bandwidth (1.76 GHz) results in a
range resolution of ∼ 8.5 cm directly from the CIR estimate.
Considering the different BP shapes used during beam
training, possible targets located in the FOV of the devices
are illuminated by the respective BPs that focus energy in
that direction and they appear as multi-path components in
the CIR (Fig. 5d). Furthermore, we take advantage of the
different amplification factors in the multi-path components
(given by the different BPs) to estimate the angular positions
of the subjects. For this purpose, we apply the correlation
based approach explained in Section 3.3.3 to the different
channel multi-path components in the channel. Considering
the common speed of human motion, carrying out beacon-
ing or a beam training procedure every, e.g., 100 ms allows
accurately locating human targets in the FOV of the APs.
Note that, as we show in Section 6, a full beam training, that
scans all the available BPs, is in fact not needed and we may
use a much smaller subset of BPs.

Extracting µD signatures from the CIR requires fine-
grained frequency resolution, as detailed in Section 3.4.4.
This cannot be achieved with the CIR estimates obtained
from beacons or beam training packets only, as sampling
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the CIR with Tc = 100 ms would lead to an insufficient
maximum measurable Doppler velocity of 6.25 · 10−3 m/s
(see Eq. (13)). We address this by exploiting the beam tracking
procedure defined in the standard [43]. It allows to add a
configurable number of TRN units to data packets to test
different BP configurations to quickly correct possible mis-
alignment without requiring a full beam training procedure.

After identifying the subjects’ ranges and angles using
beam training packets, we include a TRN field in data packets
with a sufficient number of TRN units to illuminate all the
subjects in the scene; each TRN unit uses a suitable BP that
specifically points in the direction of a person. This steers the
energy of the transmitted signal so as to best capture the µD
signatures of the subjects, while maintaining low additional
overhead for the data packets. Considering that data packets
are sent much more frequently than beam training packets,
our approach can sample the CIR with a sufficiently low
Tc to capture the desired range of frequencies for human
movement analysis.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

The available mmWave Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
devices support IEEE 802.11ad and offer very limited ac-
cess to physical layer information [45]. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there are no COTS solutions for the
new IEEE 802.11ay standard available yet. To address the
lack of hardware, we turn a mmWave SDR system into a
JCR experimentation platform. Here we cover the design
decisions made to implement RAPID on such platform.

5.1 Hardware components

As a baseline to implement a RAPID AP, we use the mm-
FLEX experimental platform [46]. This open platform is
composed of a baseband processor including a Xilinx Kintex
Ultrascale FPGA plus high-speed AD/DA converters and
DDR memory banks. Besides, it is connected through a PCIe
interface to a Core i7 processor card co-located within the
same hosting chassis. The latter implements configuration
and control tasks for the whole system.

The baseband processor is configured to fulfill the
bandwidth requirements of IEEE 802.11ad/ay standards
(1.76 GHz), using a sampling frequency of 3.52 GSPS for
both AD/DA converters, with 2 samples per symbol.

The RF front-end includes a 60 GHz up/down con-
verter and phased antenna arrays from Sivers [47]. The
device is able to operate on all the channels defined in
the IEEE 802.11ad/ay standards [43], [48]. As shown in
Fig. 5a, the device integrates two independent 16-element
linear antenna arrays, one used for transmission and one for
reception. The codebook of BPs for both arrays can be freely
configured. The system is controlled in real-time using USB
and SPI interfaces, as well as GPIO pulses for the quick BP
changes required for beam training and tracking.

5.2 Full-duplex operation

To bring radar capabilities to the experimentation platform,
it is necessary to support simultaneous operation of the TX
and RX chains. This is achieved by concurrently enabling

transmit and receive sub-systems in the RF front-end, and
by enhancing the functionality of the baseband processor.

The 60 GHz front-ends used in this work [47] are labo-
ratory equipment designed for early stage proof-of-concept
communication systems. The carrier frequency is generated
from a 45 MHz clock, which introduces significant Carrier
Frequency Offset (CFO) and destroys the phase coherence
between the CIR estimates obtained from consecutive pack-
ets. This would make the extraction of µD signatures in-
feasible with two independent co-located antennas. Instead,
by using both transmit and receive arrays from the same
RF front-end (see Fig. 5a), up and down conversion sub-
systems are fed by the same local oscillator which keeps
CFO levels in the range of [−40, 40] Hz, as shown in Fig. 5c.
Although transmit and receive arrays are directly next to
each other, no complex analog or digital self-interference can-
cellation techniques are required. Thanks to the directional BPs
and the robustness of the Golay Sequences of the TRN units,
the system only requires some transmit power control to
avoid saturating the receive antennas and down-conversion
stages. In Fig. 5d, we show the CIR measurements obtained
from multiple BPs within a packet, by marking the self
interference path and the reflections from the test room,
where the different amplitudes correspond to the different
BP shapes towards the direction of the reflectors.

In the baseband processor, we implement a state-
machine on the FPGA logic which controls the transmit and
receive data-paths. Specifically, it handles the DDR memory
that stores the transmit frames, performs multiple real-time
antenna reconfigurations over the TRN field of the packet,
triggers the DDR memory on the receive data-path, and
sets the inter-frame spacing between multiple transmitted
packets. While here we focus on an AP-centric design, the
same procedure can be applied to implement RAPID on any
station in the network.

Since our RAPID AP operates in a mono-static configu-
ration, we perform CIR extraction without requiring the use
of packet detection and synchronization circuits. To do this,
it is important to ensure deterministic latency between the
transmit and receive data-paths. Considering that transmit
and receive data-paths have their own independent clock
structure, we use clock-domain crossing techniques to send
the state machine signals across transmit and receive do-
mains. Besides, latencies in the DDR controllers are variable,
which requires the use of FIFO queues at the output/input
of the TX/RX DDRs. Together, these solutions help to
achieve the desired deterministic latency.

5.3 Multi-AP system

Since IEEE 802.11ay networks typically involve many APs
and dense deployments, we extend the aforementioned
testbed capabilities to handle multi-AP scenarios. To this
end, we integrate a second baseband processor in the host-
ing chassis which is connected to an independent 60 GHz
front-end. Each AP has their its clocking structure, i.e., APs
are not synchronized. Each AP can be freely configured with
its own parameters. For the sake of simplifying the sys-
tem management, we use different communication channels
(58.32 and 60.48 GHz) for each RF front-end, avoiding cross
interference. It is worth mentioning that the channels can
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be freely configured, making it possible to operate the two
RAPID APs so that they share the same frequency band, by
implementing carrier sensing mechanisms.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of our extensive
measurement campaign. Motivated by the discussion in Sec-
tion 3.4.4 and Section 4, for the µD estimation we consider
data packets (with TRN fields) spaced by Tc = 0.27 ms. This
allows capturing velocities in the range [−4.62, 4.62] m/s
and leads to a resolution of ∆v = 0.14 m/s when using a
window of M = 64 samples in the DFT computation, see
Eq. (13). These values are comparable to the ones achieved
with radar devices [1], [3], [5]. Note that the even spacing
of packets is just for convenience but is not a requirement,
i.e., estimation can be done with random bursts of data
packets with sufficiently small spacing. Moreover, we set to
Q = 9 the size of the fast time window used to capture the
contribution of the subjects in the CIR (see Section 3.4.3).
The EKF time-step duration is set to ∆t = 32Tc, which is
also the time-granularity at which we obtain µD spectrum
vectors. To extract range and angle information, we use
in-packet beam training frames with 12 TRN units, using
antenna beams covering a FOV range from −45◦ to 45◦.
With this configuration we achieve a mean accuracy of 2◦

for the angular position of a person standing in the room.
We verify that this allows tracking multiple subjects reliably
and with low localization error, as detailed in the following.
In order to implement the angle estimation method from
Section 3.3.3, we measured the BP shapes from the codebook
using a motorized pan-tilt platform. In Fig. 5b, we show the
12 BPs we used to perform the experiments.

6.1 Experiment setup

We test RAPID in two different rooms, as shown in Fig. 7.
The two environments are research laboratories, denoted
by E1, of dimensions 6.1 × 7.7 m and E2, of dimensions
6 × 10.7 m (E2), and containing whiteboards, windows,
tables, computers and equipment, making them challenging
multi-path environments with a number of potential reflec-
tors. Most of our experiments, including the collection of
the training data for the NN classifier, have been carried
out in E1, while we used E2 to assess the robustness of
the proposed method to unknown environments. For the
tests involving multiple APs, we deploy two RAPID APs as
shown in Fig. 5a close to the wall, separated by 1.8 m.

To test the localization and tracking capabilities of
RAPID, we mark specific known positions across E1 to
determine the ground truth location as shown in Fig. 6,
and perform our tests by having subjects move across these
positions. The markers are denoted by Px, with x ranging
from 1 to 8, while APs are represented as blue triangles. The
room walls are represented with a black dashed line.

6.2 Baseline experiments

We first report the results obtained in two simple baseline
experiments to verify the capability of RAPID to extract the
µD signature of a moving person in an indoor scene. Here,
we only use AP 1 and a single subject, performing different
activities at different locations in E1.

Fig. 8 shows the EKF estimated trajectory of the subject
walking along the trajectory P2-P3-P4-P5-P8-P6 together
with the corresponding µD spectrogram. The light grey
points represent the raw measurements (observations) ob-
tained as explained in Section 3.3, using Cartesian coordi-
nates. The trajectory is correctly reconstructed with remark-
able accuracy. The µD signature is extracted successfully
and shows the different contributions of the torso and
the limbs. The former reflects more power and follows
a slightly oscillating motion, which is coherent with the
direction changes in the walking trajectory, while the latter
are responsible for the higher velocity peaks.

Next, we test RAPID on a subject sitting down at the
marker P2, as shown in Fig. 9. Also in this case, RAPID
correctly estimates the location of the subject, and the µD
spectrum is coherent with the sitting down activity. This
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Figure 8: Subject walking trajectory (left) and a portion of the corre-
sponding µD signature (right) extracted by RAPID.
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Figure 9: Estimated position of a subject sitting down (left) and a
portion of the corresponding µD signature (right) extracted by RAPID.
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Figure 10: Empirical CDF of the positioning error for a subject sitting
down in correspondence of marker P2.

is non-trivial, given that P2 is located at the edge of the
experiment room. The empirical Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the positioning error of the subject in
Fig. 10 shows that we achieve a good localization accuracy.
In this analysis, we included around 2000 position estimates
made by the EKF. The median error is 26 cm, and the
probability of the error being lower than 40 cm is close to
1. We stress that the subject in this case is not static, as the
person alternates between sitting down and standing up.
This causes the estimated position to change slightly across
time-steps, increasing the localization error.

Our baseline experiments empirically prove that
IEEE 802.11ay Golay sequences are adequate for human
tracking and µD extraction. This is not trivial, as: (i) such
sequences are not designed for sensing purposes and they
have low Doppler resolution [17]; (ii) humans are believed
to be poor reflectors of mmWave signals, while we showed
that a background subtraction step followed by AoA estima-
tion can reliably identify their contribution to the CIR. While
it is well known that human sensing can be performed
with mmWave radars employing frequency modulated chirp
signals [1], [3], [4], RAPID is the first system to do so with
mmWave communication waveforms.

6.3 Multi-person multi-AP tracking scenario
In this section, we extend the scenario to analyze the impact
of multiple subjects present on the scene, which we tackle
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Figure 11: Rate of detection with a varying number of subjects using
only AP1 and the combination of AP1 and AP2.

using multiple APs. Here, all measurements are performed
using AP1 and AP2 in E1. We first consider the results
obtained solely by AP1, and then we combine AP1 and AP2.
Several experiments are carried out with 2 to 5 subjects,
performing different activities. In total, we collect 28 such
sequences each with duration ∼ 10 s, of which 13 include
2 subjects, 5 include 3 subjects, 6 include 4 subjects and 4
include 5 subjects. These measurements are collected across
different days, spanning a total of 3 weeks.
Presence of multiple subjects. Fig. 12 shows some example
trajectories estimated by the EKF using the measurements
from AP1. RAPID is able to successfully track the users
with considerable accuracy in most cases, even for 5 subjects
(see Fig. 12d). Note that this setup is extremely challenging,
especially when more than 3 subjects are present, due to
the small dimensions of the environment that lead to a high
probability of occlusion happening, i.e., one subject covers
the Line-of-Sight (LOS) path between the AP and another
individual. mmWave signals do not propagate through the
human body, and occlusions may cause missed detection
and tracking errors. On the other hand, in real-life scenarios
occlusions may happen frequently, and the system must be
robust to these events. In Fig. 11, we report a quantitative
analysis of the effect of increasing the number of subjects
in terms of the percentage of subjects that are correctly
detected and tracked by RAPID. Using only AP1 we observe
that, despite achieving adequate tracking performance, the
system capability of detecting the subjects decreases signif-
icantly as their number increases. In particular, on average
one subject goes undetected when 5 individuals are present.

Improvement with multiple APs. Combining the FOVs of
AP1 and AP2 effectively decreases the probability of occlu-
sion events happening, as when the LOS between an AP and
a subject is blocked, the other AP can exploit its own LOS
path to detect the person. In Fig. 13 we report a qualitative
example of this, showing that RAPID can effectively deal
with occlusions by combining the FOVs of the 2 APs (in
this case, 3 subjects are present in the environment). The
EKF estimated trajectories from AP1 are shown in Fig. 13a:
subjects S1 and S2 are successfully detected and tracked,
while S3, who is waving hands in P3, is not. This is due to
a combination of the occlusion caused by S1 and the fact
that P3 is placed at the edge of the FOV of AP1. However,
the position of AP2 enables it to detect S3 successfully,
while the trajectory of S1 can only be partially reconstructed.
Considering the trajectories estimated by both APs, RAPID
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Figure 12: EKF trajectories obtained in the multiperson scenario. Here a single AP is used (AP1). We show four successful cases in which RAPID
is able to reconstruct the movement trajectories of 2 (a), 3 (b), 4 (c) and 5 (d) people moving the the room.
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(a) AP1 estimated trajectories.
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Figure 13: Impact of using multiple APs on the occlusion problem.
Here, AP1 fails to detect and track S3, while AP2 can only partially
reconstruct the trajectory of S1. The combination of the 2 APs success-
fully detects and tracks all subjects.
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(a) S1 running.
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(b) S2 sitting down.
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Figure 14: Extracted µD signatures of the subjects in Fig. 13.

can detect and track all subjects, successfully extracting their
µD signatures, which are reported in Fig. 14.

The subject detection rate is also significantly improved
by using multiple APs, as shown in the blue curve in Fig. 11.
Despite AP1 and AP2 being placed along the same axis (x),
and only 1.8 m apart, this is sufficient to increase subject
detection probability by 11%, 16%, 16% and 11% for the
cases of 2, 3, 4 and 5 subjects, respectively.

Finally, we show the impact of averaging the positions
estimated by the two different APs, see Fig. 15. We repeat
the experiment described in Section 6.2 with a single subject
sitting down in position P2. Even using this simple fusion
method, RAPID achieves a significant gain in the tail of
the localization error distribution. A subject positioned in
P2 represents a worst-case for this kind of analysis in our
setting, as the locations of the APs with respect to this point
are very similar in terms of distance and angle. The same
experiment is repeated for position P4, showing a larger
improvement from combining the APs. In this case, RAPID
goes from an average localization error of 0.35 m using the
single APs independently, down to an error of 0.08 m by
averaging their estimates. This is due to the more favorable
positions from which P4 is illuminated by the APs.

6.4 Impact of furniture and detection parameters

In this section we analyze the impact of varying the main
parameters of the proposed peak detection algorithm, αmax

and αmean. To do so, we introduce the following two met-
rics: the tracking rate (TR) and the false tracks rejection
rate (FR). TR is defined as the fraction of time during which
RAPID correctly tracks the subject. We consider a subject
to be correctly tracked if the EKF outputs a track that
has an average tracking error with respect to the reference
trajectory lower than 0.4 m. FR is defined as the ratio
1/(Nf + 1), where Nf is the number of spurious tracks
outputted by the EKF, i.e., those tracks not corresponding
to the desired subjects. These can be generated due to
false detections and/or reflections on background objects
and furniture. In Fig. 17, we report the average TR and
FR obtained by varying the parameters of the detection
algorithm αmax and αmean from 0.1 to 0.45 and from 1 to 6,
respectively. The average is computed over 12 measurement
sequences, acquired on two different days, with a subject
walking in the room along different trajectories. To evaluate
the impact of furniture and obstacles between the RAPID
AP and the subject, we placed a table with a monitor,
electronic equipment, and two chairs in the measurement
space of E1, as shown in Fig. 17. The subject was instructed
to walk around and behind the table across the four markers
shown in Fig. 17b. Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b contain the TR
without (w/o) and with furniture (w/). Notice how the
presence of obstacles reduces the range of parameters that
lead to good TR. To select adequate αmax and αmean, one
has to strike a balance between a high TR, which ensures
the target is reliably detected and tracked, and high FR,
which indicates that the number of false tracks created is
low. Lowering the detection parameters yields high TR,
but leads to the creation of more undesired tracks, as the
sensitivity of the detection is increased. This is shown in
Fig. 16c, where we plot the average FR varying the detection
parameters in a setup with furniture. Combining the three
heatmaps in Fig. 16, one can see that suitable values of αmax

are between 0.1 and 0.3, while for αmean we suggest 3 or 4 to
avoid generating too many spurious tracks. In the following
results, we used αmax = 0.15, αmean = 3.

Next, we compute the absolute tracking error between
the EKF output trajectory and the ground truth path passing
through the four markers. These values are reported in
Tab. 1 in the case of no furniture in the room (w/o) and
with furniture (w/), along with the corresponding standard
deviations. Occlusions due to furniture only slightly de-
grade the tracking accuracy (5 cm higher error). This is is
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Figure 15: Localization error CDFs for a subject sitting dwon in P2 (left) and in P4 (right). Combining multiple APs brings the largest improvement
when their point-of-view on the subject is the most diverse.
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Figure 16: Mean tracking rate (TR) and false track rejection rate (FR)
obtained in a setup without furniture (w/o) and with a table (w/)
placed in the sensing area. The heatmap shows the performance for
different values of the parameters αmax and αmean.

Table 1: Tracking RMSE without (w/o) and with (w/) furniture, and
under complete occlusion of the subject.

w/o furniture w/ furniture compl. occlusion

RMSE [cm] 20.0± 6.3 25.1± 8.0 40.9± 11.9
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Figure 17: E1 with furniture (a) and a schematic representation of the
table location (b).

due to the fact that, even when furniture is present, RAPID
can at least detect the main reflection from the subject’s
torso most of the time, obtaining precise estimates for the
distance between the AP and the person. These are then
smoothed across time by the EKF, yielding an accurate
trajectory. The last column in Tab. 1 reports the tracking
error limited to the part of the estimated trajectory where
the subject is completely occluded, so the EKF outputs linear
predictions based on past measurements until the subject
becomes detectable again. This leads to a noticeable (but still
contained) degradation of the tracking performance, which
is however expected to drop even further in case of more
complex, non-linear movement trajectories.
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Figure 18: Walking spectrogram concurrently obtained with RAPID at
60 GHz (left) and with sub-6 GHz sensing (right).

6.5 Human activity recognition

Next, we evaluate the HAR performance of RAPID, com-
paring it to legacy sub-6 GHz WiFi systems. For all the
experiments in this section, unless stated otherwise, we
used a unique labeled training dataset of simultaneous
IEEE 802.11ay CIR (at 60 GHz) and IEEE 802.11ac Channel
Frequency Response (CFR) (at 5 GHz) sequences, which we
collected in E1, with a single subject performing the 5 differ-
ent activities A0− 4. We used a single RAPID AP and a pair
of transmitter/receiver IEEE 802.11ac routers with 4 antenna
elements (ASUS RT-AC86U implementing the Nexmon-CSI
firmware modifications [49]). The estimates are obtained
with the two systems operating (i) concurrently, i.e., each
training/testing sequence for the same activity of the subject
is collected with both the RAPID mmWave AP and the
sub-6 GHz system, and (ii) with the same µD frequency
range and resolution. The latter is achieved by tuning the
IEEE 802.11ac system inter-packet transmission time using
a slight modification of Eq. (13) for the case of non co-
located transmitter and receiver, i.e., ∆v = c/(faco MT ac

c )
with faco = 5 GHz. Therefore, the IEEE 802.11ac inter-packet
transmission time is computed as T ac

c = 2Tcfo/f
ac
o ≈ 6 ms.

The data are obtained in sequences of approximately 10 s,
for a total of around 6 minutes of CIR/CFR measurements
per activity. Those sequences are gathered on multiple days
over the course of one month. Next, the µD spectrograms
are obtained from the collected data. To do this in the sub-
6 GHz system, we adopt the pre-processing steps proposed
in [50], to which we refer for additional details.

The resulting µD spectrograms are split into partially
overlapping windows of 1.728 s, which are the input to the
CNN. For RAPID, we use windows containing NµD = 200
time-steps while for the sub-6 GHz setup each window
consists of 287 samples. In Fig. 18 we show an example of
the µD signatures obtained by RAPID and by the sub-6 GHz
system for the same measurement sequence of a walking
person. We use the CNN model detailed in Section 3.5.2
for both mmWave and sub-6 GHz spectrograms. The CNN
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Table 2: Confusion matrix and F1-scores for the baseline case.
Grey/white rows refer to RAPID and sub-6 GHz, respectively.

Predictions [%]

True [%] Walking Running S. down Waving Still

Walking 97.7 0 2.3 0 0
61.4 18.3 0 0 20.3

Running 0 100 0 0 0
0.6 87.1 0 0 12.3

S. down 0 0 95.9 0 4.1
0 0 100 0 0

Waving 0 0 0 100 0
0 0 0.1 85.9 14.0

Still 0 0 0 0 100
0 0 0 0 100

F1-score [%]
98.8 100 96.3 100 98.4
75.8 91.2 99.9 92.4 85.4

is trained using the cross-entropy loss function [39] and
the Adam optimizer [51], with learning rate 10−4, until
convergence of the loss function on a subset of the training
data, used as validation set. We evaluate the performance
of the classifier with a weighted average of the per-class F1-
score metric, based on the number of samples per class. The
F1-score is defined as tp/[tp+ 0.5(fp+fn)], where tp, fp
and fn are the predicted true positives, false positives and
false negatives, respectively.
Single person, single AP scenario. In Tab. 2 we report
the confusion matrix and per-class F1-scores obtained by
RAPID (grey rows) and by the IEEE 802.11ac system (white
rows) on test sequences containing data from the same
subject present in the training set, collected in E1. This
evaluation is also referred to as our baseline HAR experiment
in the following. Comparing the two systems, one can see
that RAPID accurately classifies all activities, only showing
slightly lower performance on A2, sitting down, as this
mostly involves body movements directed along an orthog-
onal direction with respect to the receiver (along the vertical
axis). Indeed, the motion-induced µD phase displacement
is only measurable in the radial direction as we rely on the
direct path between the subject and the AP. Sub-6 GHz,
instead, benefits from a richer multipath environment and
better recognizes A2, but confuses the other activities, espe-
cially walking with running and standing still. This is due,
in part, to the low resolution of the µD obtained at 5 GHz,
which contains coarser-grained information (see Fig. 18).
Impact of unknown environment and subject. Next, we
further evaluate the HAR robustness of the two systems
in more complex settings, involving a different room than
the one used for the training data collection (E2), and a
different subject performing the activities. Fig. 20 reports
the weighted average of the per-class F1-scores obtained
with RAPID and the sub-6 GHz system: (a) in the baseline
scenario, (b) in a different room, E2, on the same subject
(c) with a different subject, in the same environment (E1)
and (d) in a different environment (E2) and on a different
subject. The results show that RAPID outperforms the sub-
6 GHz counterpart in generalizing to new environments
and subjects, showing much lower performance degrada-
tion when moving to an unknown room or testing on a

Table 3: HAR performance under interference from another subject in
the training dataset.

F1-score [%] Walking Running S. down Waving Still

RAPID 98.5 99.9 93.2 100 96.6
Sub-6 GHz 72.2 92.4 97.8 58.0 77.8

different person. In scenario (d) the sub-6 GHz HAR system
completely fails, obtaining a very low F1-score, due to the
challenging combination of a different room and a different
subject. Conversely, RAPID still achieves good performance.
We stress that here the training data contain measurements
from only one subject. Therefore, the CNN classifier must
possess great generalization capabilities to correctly classify
the activities performed by another person, as they may
have slightly different features.

In addition, we test the two systems under interference
from another subject in one of the activities of the training
set, as shown in Tab. 3. For this, we use the same setting as
in the baseline, but we replace the training data for A3, wav-
ing hands, with new measurements where another person,
termed interfering subject, is present in the room besides the
subject performing A3. The interfering subject performs a
different, randomly selected, activity in each measurement
sequence, in a position close to the intended subject, thus
possibly disturbing the useful signal reflections. RAPID,
thanks to the separation between different subjects enabled
by the high ranging accuracy of mmWaves and the tracking
process, is highly robust to the presence of other people.
Sub-6 GHz sensing, instead, suffers from its low ranging
resolution (∼ 4 m) and is greatly affected by the interference.
Multi-person, multi-AP scenario. Next, we evaluate
RAPID’s HAR performance degradation when multiple
subjects are concurrently present in the environment, each
performing, in general, a different activity. The aim here
is to assess the effectiveness of RAPID in the separation
of µD signatures associated with different targets. In this
evaluation, we do not consider the sub-6 GHz system, as
the intrinsic limits in terms of ranging (∼ 4 m) and angular
(∼ 20◦) resolutions prevent people tracking in crowded
indoor scenarios such as the ones under study [21], thus
making the separation of the multiple subjects infeasible.

We collect a labeled training dataset including 6 subjects
performing the 5 different activities A0 − 4 using a single
RAPID-AP. The data are obtained in sequences of approxi-
mately 10 s, and the resulting µD spectrograms are split into
windows of 1.728 s as in the single target case. In total, this
dataset contains around 2 minutes per activity per subject
split into multiple captures. These are acquired on different
days, over the course of 3 weeks.

By training on different subjects, we aim at mitigating
the HAR performance reduction due to the difficulty of
generalizing to different people, to better gauge the sole
effect of µD separation. We test the trained model on the
same multi-person sequences used in Section 6.3, adding 6
additional sequences with a single subject, for a total of 34
sequences. We use the RAPID processing steps to extract
the µD signatures of each subject’s movement; when using
2 APs, we use the decision fusion scheme from Section 3.5.3.

Tab. 4 shows the F1-score of RAPID for a varying
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Figure 19: µD signature of a walking subject (A0) under temporary
occlusion due to the presence of furniture. The dashed white rectan-
gle highlights the occlusion period, while red lines indicate RAPID’s
predicted activity in each frame.

Table 4: HAR F1-score and detection rate vs. no. of concurrent users.

APs Metric 1 subj. 2 subj. 3 subj. 4 subj. 5 subj.

1
F1 99.9 99.3 97.9 95.3 94.4

Det. rate 100 86.1 82.9 81.3 80.0

1 & 2
F1 100 99.4 99.4 95.4 94.4

Det. rate 100 96.7 95.5 94.5 89.2

number of people in the scene, and the gain obtained by
combining the 2 APs with respect to using only AP1. In
addition, we also report the corresponding detection rate,
previously shown in Fig. 11, for completeness. We observe
that the F1-score only slightly decreases when moving from
2 to 5 subjects. This shows that the proposed µD extraction
process can reliably separate the contributions of the differ-
ent individuals. In addition, combining multiple APs can
bring a slight improvement in some cases, by exploiting the
different illumination angles of the devices.
Impact of occlusions due to furniture. Finally, we evaluate
the impact of the presence of furniture on the HAR task,
using the same experimental setup described in Section 6.4
(see Fig. 17). We showed previously that RAPID’s human
tracking and detection is only slightly affected by such
occlusions, as the main CIR peaks are still detectable. How-
ever, HAR is much more challenging as the quality of the
µD signature may be significantly degraded even by partial
body occlusions, as the key contribution of some body
parts (e.g., legs and/or arms) may not be visible in the
spectrogram. In Fig. 19, we show the µD obtained from
a subject walking (A0) around the table in Fig. 17. The
additional y-axis on the right and the red lines represent
the activity predicted by RAPID, obtained by sweeping the
NµD frames long CNN input window over the µD. After an
initialization time needed to collect the first window, RAPID
correctly classifies activity A0. During the subsequent oc-
clusion event (enclosed in the dashed white rectangle), the
torso reflection in the µD becomes much fainter, while the
contributions of the other body parts disappear, causing
misclassifications (A2 and A3). We stress that this is due
to an intrinsic limitation of mmWave signals. In fact, in case
of occlusion the information about the different body parts
is mostly undetectable at the receiver, hence the available
information about the movement is insufficient to correctly
classify it. However, RAPID promptly re-establishes the
correct classification when the subject becomes visible again.
Note that RAPID is not trained with samples including
occlusion events in the training set, which makes this test
even more challenging.
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Figure 20: Comparison between the HAR F1-score obtained by RAPID
and by standard IEEE 802.11ac sensing at 5 GHz for various scenarios.

6.6 Person identification

In this section we test the performance of RAPID on person
identification, by building a dataset including the gait µD
spectrograms of 7 subjects, collected in E1. We collect from
3 to 5 minutes of training data per subject, split into multiple
captures acquired over the course of 10 days. The data
from each subject is the collection of captures obtained on
different days, to avoid slight daily variations in the gait
to bias the dataset. The input samples for the classifier are
obtained using µD windows of the same length as for HAR,
i.e., 1.728 s. The CNN classifier is trained using the same
parameters and loss function used for HAR.
Person identification accuracy. First, we evaluate the ac-
curacy of person identification on a varying number of
subjects to recognize. In Tab. 5 we report the accuracy values
obtained by RAPID when increasing the number of subjects
from 2 to 7. The obtained values are not significantly lower
from those obtained with mmWave radars, and in some
cases even superior, e.g., the 79% on 5 subjects in [1], the
98% with 4 subjects in [3] or the 89% with 12 subjects in [5].
This is even more valuable considering the few available
training data and the short duration of the observation win-
dow used, compared to the windows used in the mentioned
papers which vary between 2 and 3 s.
Continuous HAR and person identification. Finally, we
show that RAPID is capable of simultaneously (i) tracking
subjects, (ii) recognizing their activities, and (iii) identifying
who is performing each activity from their gait. We perform
several tests in which 2 subjects, concurrently present in the
room, perform various activities sequentially, e.g., walking
then sitting, etc. In this scenario, people tracking is of key
importance to collect the temporal evolution of each sub-
ject’s µD, so that all the activities performed by a person can
be associated to that person’s identity, obtained by RAPID
when he/she is walking.

In Fig. 21 we show the results obtained by RAPID with
2 subjects, S0 and S1, behaving as follows. S0 enters the
scene walking, then after approximately 3.5 s S0 stops
and starts waving hands, while S2 is sitting down and
then starts walking after 3.5 s. We report the µD signature
extracted after successfully tracking the subjects, along with
the predicted activity using our moving window approach.
We observe that RAPID detects the change in the activ-
ity performed by each subject; moreover, by applying the
identification CNN to the spectrogram portion where the
subjects are walking, it successfully identifies them as S0
and S1 among the 7 subjects in the training set.
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Table 5: Identification accuracy vs. number of subjects.

2 subj. 3 subj. 4 subj. 5 subj. 6 subj. 7 subj.

Acc. [%] 97.8 95.9 94.6 94.1 92.7 90.0
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(a) S1 walking-waving.
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(b) S0 sitting down-walking.

Figure 21: µD signature and corresponding CNN output when subject 0
is sitting down (A2), then starts walking (A0), while subject 1 is walking
and then starts waving hands (A3).

6.7 Overhead considerations
The sensing operations performed by RAPID add a certain
overhead to the communication process, due to: (i) append-
ing TRN units to the communication packets, which entails
transmitting redundant bits that do not carry information;
(ii) accessing and occupying the channel for sensing, which
may interfere with other communication links in the prox-
imity of the AP. In this section, we discuss point (i), while
we already addressed point (ii) in a separate work [52].
There, we proposed a method to reconstruct µD signatures
from the irregular and sparse CIR estimates obtained from
communication packets, so as to minimize the need to access
the channel for the sole purpose of sensing.

We can assess the overhead of RAPID by comparing
the PHY layer packet size in IEEE 802.11ay to the size of
TRN fields used for sensing. As shown in Fig. 4, physical
layer Protocol Data Units (PDUs) include the Short Training
Field (STF), the CEF and the PHY layer header, including
STFl = 2176, CEFl = 1152 and PHYl = 1024 samples,
respectively [43]. Each TRN field includes 6 complementary
Golay sequences, for a total of TRNl = 768 samples.
Therefore, the overhead introduced by appending ξ TRN
fields to a packet is

O =
TRNl · ξ

STFl + CEFl + PHYl + DATAl + TRNl · ξ
, (15)

where DATAl is the length of the data portion of the packet.
We recall that, with RAPID, it is sufficient to illuminate
a person with one BP to apply the extraction of the µD
spectrum, and that we can use one BP per TRN field, so
ξ can be selected equal to the number of subjects tracked
by RAPID. In order to reduce the inefficiency of the MAC
layer and achieve Gigabit data rates, in IEEE 802.11ay large
packet aggregation is permitted, allowing PHY layer PDUs
to contain up to 4 MB of data. For this, multiple MAC
layer PDUs of 1.5 kB are encapsulated into a single PHY
layer packet. Compared to these large packet sizes, the TRN
fields used by RAPID add a limited amount of overhead.
To see this, consider that, e.g. Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) 8 is used, and that the data size is 20 kB
(note that is a very small fraction of the maximum allowed
aggregated packet size). Even in this conservative example

we get DATAl = 126784 samples (due to the MCS used)
[43], leading to O = 0.6 · ξ%. Moreover, RAPID does not
require the TRN fields to be appended to every PHY layer
packet, but only to one every Tc seconds. With Tc = 0.27 ms
as in our implementation, considering the same data size
used above and the IEEE 802.11ay sample rate of 1.76 Gsps,
we get that the TRN fields need to be added to only one out
of 3− 4 PHY layer PDUs, further reducing the overhead.

As a final note, we stress that RAPID performs sensing
using reflections of standard-compliant packets, i.e., the
transmitted packets are not designed for sensing, but we
rather exploit some properties of the standard itself to
enable JCR. While the header and payload of the packet are
transmitted with the BP that maximizes the communications
quality towards the intended receiver, the appended TRN
fields can be transmitted with an arbitrary BP. To obtain
a signal reflection to be used for sensing, we use the BP
that illuminates the target. Therefore, the sensing operations
in RAPID do not interfere with communication besides the
addition of TRN fields, which have a small impact on the
overall throughput, as discussed above.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have designed and implemented RAPID,
the first mmWave JCR system performing high-resolution
sensing of human µD signatures through standard-
compliant IEEE 802.11ay packets. RAPID uses the in-packet
TRN fields, as specified by the 802.11ay standard, to es-
timate the channel impulse response. This makes it pos-
sible to perform joint tracking and localization of multi-
ple people freely moving in an indoor environment. In
addition, their µD signatures are extracted by analyzing
the phase difference between subsequent packets, which
enables advanced sensing tasks such as continuous HAR
and person identification, with radar-level accuracy. RAPID
successfully combines the high-resolution sensing capabil-
ities of mmWave radars with the scalability and ease of
deployment of existing communication hardware, allowing
the seamless integration of multiple APs. We implemented
two RAPID APs with full-duplex capabilities on an FPGA-
based SDR platform equipped with phased antenna arrays,
and we have thoroughly evaluated the system performance
through an extensive measurement campaign. Our results
show that 2 combined RAPID-APs can track up to 5 subjects
concurrently moving in an indoor environment, achieving
accuracies of up to 94% and 90% for HAR and person iden-
tification, respectively. Moreover, in HAR, RAPID performs
significantly better than standard sub-6 GHz sensing, show-
ing better capability of distinguishing similar activities and
generalizing to new environments and unkwnown subjects.

Future research directions includes the combination of
our system with sub-6 GHz radios, to benefit from the points
of strength of both frequency domains: while mmWave
signals are ideal for localization, tracking and µD extrac-
tion, systems operating at lower frequencies can improve
the recognition of movements that do not involve a large
displacement in the radial direction with respect to the
receiver (e.g., sitting down), thanks to their richer multipath
environment. Other research avenues include (i) extending
the RAPID system to bistatic network configurations, where
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sending and receiving units do not share a common phase
reference, (ii) devising additional data fusion strategies for
multiple APs and (iii) assessing the sensing performance
limits at mmWaves as a function of number and location
of the APs, size of the indoor space to be monitored, people
density and number and type of objects in the environment,
which may lead to occlusions and spurious reflections.
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